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Fenton process, anodic oxidation, sonolysis, and wet air oxidation, have been investigated extensively for
the removal of a wide range of trace organic contaminants (TrOCs). A standalone AOP may not achieve
complete removal of a broad group of TrOCs. When combined, AOPs produce more hydroxyl radicals,
thus performing better degradation of the TrOCs. A number of studies have reported significant
improvement in TrOC degradation efficiency by using a combination of AOPs. This review briefly
discusses the individual AOPs and their limitations towards the degradation of TrOCs containing different
functional groups. It also classifies integrated AOPs and comprehensively explains their effectiveness for
the degradation of a wide range of TrOCs. Integrated AOPs are categorized as UV irradiation based AOPs,
ozonation/Fenton process-based AOPs, and electrochemical AOPs. Under appropriate conditions,
combined AOPs not only initiate degradation but may also lead to complete mineralization. Various
factors can affect the efficiency of integrated processes including water chemistry, the molecular
structure of TrCOs, and ions co-occurring in water. For example, the presence of organic ions (e.g., humic
acid and fulvic acid) and inorganic ions (e.g., halide, carbonate, and nitrate ions) in water can have a
significant impact. In general, these ions either convert to high redox potential radicals upon collision with
other reactive species and increase the reaction rates, or may act as radical scavengers and decrease the
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Abstract

12

Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs), such as photolysis, photocatalysis, ozonation, Fenton

13

process, anodic oxidation, sonolysis, and wet air oxidation, have been investigated extensively

14

for the removal of a wide range of trace organic contaminants (TrOCs). A standalone AOP

15

may not achieve complete removal of a broad group of TrOCs. When combined, AOPs produce

16

more hydroxyl radicals, thus performing better degradation of the TrOCs. A number of studies

17

have reported significant improvement in TrOC degradation efficiency by using a combination

18

of AOPs. This review briefly discusses the individual AOPs and their limitations towards the

19

degradation of TrOCs containing different functional groups. It also classifies integrated AOPs

20

and comprehensively explains their effectiveness for the degradation of a wide range of TrOCs.

21

Integrated AOPs are categorized as UV radiation based AOPs, ozonation/Fenton process-based

22

AOPs, and electrochemical AOPs. Under appropriate conditions, combined AOPs not only

23

initiate degradation but may also lead to complete mineralization. Various factors can impact

24

the efficiency of integrated processes including water chemistry, the molecular structure of

25

TrCOs, and ions co-occurring in water. For example, the presence of organic ions (e.g., humic

26

acid and fulvic acid) and inorganic ions (e.g., halide, carbonate, and nitrate ions) in water can

27

have a significant impact. In general, these ions either convert to high redox potential radicals

28

upon collision with other reactive species and increase the reaction rates, or may act as radical

29

scavengers and decrease the process efficiency.
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1. Introduction

36

Trace organic contaminants (TrOCs) are groups of naturally occurring and synthetic organic

37

compounds, which are ubiquitously present in freshwater bodies (Asif et al., 2017; Nguyen et

38

al., 2015). They include endocrine-disrupting chemicals, pesticides, pharmaceuticals, and

39

personal care products, surfactants, and other substances (Rivera-Utrilla et al., 2013; Yang et

40

al., 2017b). Urban discharge, agricultural run-off, and wastewater treatment plants are

41

considered as major sources of TrOCs (Yang et al., 2017b). Conventional wastewater treatment

42

plants (WWTPs) were not designed to eliminate TrOCs (Luo et al., 2014). Therefore, these

43

emerging contaminants pass through WWTPs and end up in freshwater bodies.

44

Although TrOCs are detected in low concentrations ranging from a few nanograms to

45

micrograms per litre level in freshwater bodies, some recent studies have shown that TrOCs

46

may affect human health due to prolonged ingestion (Bayen, 2012; Metz & Ingold, 2014; Tijani

47

et al., 2013). Different physicochemical and biological treatments have been reported for the

48

removal of TrOCs but they can only remove TrOCs partially due to their resistant nature

49

(Lekkerkerker-Teunissen et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2014). Advanced oxidation processes namely

50

photolysis, Fenton process, ozonation, photocatalysis, and sonolysis have been reported

51

extensively during last three decades for the removal of various TrOCs (De la Cruz et al., 2012;

52

Liu et al., 2018; Wols & Hofman-Caris, 2012; Wols et al., 2013). They involve different

53

reactive species (RS), mainly hydroxyl radicals that transform the structure of TrOCs. The

54

performance of an AOP depends on the nature of TrOCs and the background wastewater matrix

55

(Dewil et al., 2017; Ribeiro et al., 2015). Under appropriate conditions, AOPs can oxidise

56

biologically resistant, toxic, and recalcitrant pollutants by producing a large number of reactive

57

species (Dewil et al., 2017; Wols & Hofman-Caris, 2012). However, ineffectiveness for a wide

58

range of TrOCs, poor mineralization (i.e., incomplete degradation), and formation of toxic by-

59

products are a few limitations associated with individual AOPs (Dewil et al., 2017; Hai et al.,

60

2007).

61

An AOP may exhibit low efficiency due to the wastewater matrix and/or resistant nature of

62

TrOCs (Liu et al., 2018; Yang & Pignatello, 2017b; Zhang et al., 2011). For example, highly

63

turbid wastewater does not allow adequate penetration of UV radiation and reduces the process

64

efficiency of UV-based AOPs (Autin et al., 2013). In addition, some TrOCs are inherently

65

resistant to AOP treatment. Carbamazepine, which is detected ubiquitously in sewage-

66

impacted water, is highly persistent in nature due to the presence of electron-withdrawing
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67

groups in its structure, thus often showing poor removal by different AOPs (Dai et al., 2012;

68

Deng et al., 2013; Kudlek et al., 2015). These challenges have led towards combinations of

69

AOPs (Dewil et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018; Miklos et al., 2018; Ribeiro et

70

al., 2015).

71

Integrated AOPs can be used to achieve better degradation of resistant contaminants, to reduce

72

reaction time as well as to increase the mineralization process. For instance, Moreira et al.,

73

(2016) studied the removal of diclofenac by photocatalysis and integrated photocatalysis-

74

ozonation. It was reported that photocatalysis achieved a modest removal (26%) of the parent

75

compound after 90 minutes, but no mineralization (i.e., degradation of a compound to its

76

mineral components carbon dioxide and water) occurred. By contrast, in the photocatalysis-

77

ozonation process, complete disappearance of the parent compound occurred in less than 10

78

minutes and more than 70% mineralization was achieved within 60 minutes (Moreira et al.,

79

2016).

80

Based on the available studies, combined AOPs may be categorized as UV irradiation based

81

AOPs (e.g., photolysis and sonolysis, photolysis and hydrogen peroxide); ozonation and

82

Fenton process-based AOPs (e.g., ozonation and hydrogen peroxide, ozonation and Fenton);

83

and electrochemical based AOPs (e.g., electro-Fenton process, photoelectron-Fenton process,

84

and sonoelectro-Fenton process) (Karci et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2018; Solís et

85

al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016). Figure 1 shows different integrated AOPs and the reactive species

86

involved. A large number of review papers are available in the literature that deals with diverse

87

aspects of individual AOPs (Ahmed et al., 2017; Dewil et al., 2017; Gogate & Pandit, 2004;

88

Homem & Santos, 2011; Wang & Wang, 2016). To the best of our knowledge, there is a lack

89

of comprehensive study on the combination of AOPs with special focus on TrOCs removal,

90

investigation of different reaction parameters, the impact of organic/inorganic species present,

91

by-products formation, and toxicity assessment as well as cost analysis for the degradation of

92

TrOCs present in water.

93

This article provides a critical overview of the advanced oxidation processes that have been

94

reported in the literature for the removal of TrOCs in water or wastewater streams, with a

95

particular focus on the integrated AOPs as classified above. Based on an extensive literature

96

review, a brief outline of the standalone AOPs followed by an in-depth account of the emerging

97

integrated AOPs have been presented. While discussing the integrated AOPs, a brief process

98

description, and different parameters affecting the removal efficiencies (such as pH,

3

99

temperature, TrOC initial concentration, oxidizing agent dose, and reaction time) are explained.

100

Impact of interfering chemical species such as organic and inorganic ions on the removal of

101

TrOCs in different integrated AOPs are also illustrated. AOP treatment can lead to the

102

formation of toxic by-products that impact water quality. Thus, available information on

103

effluent toxicity of individual and combined AOPs have been critically analyzed. A cost

104

assessment of the standalone and integrated AOPs is also presented. Based on an extensive

105

literature review, this study also provides future recommendations for TrOC degradation by

106

integrated AOPs. There are several review papers on individual AOPs. However, there is a

107

dearth of critical review of the integrated AOPs. This paper addresses this omission in the

108

literature.

109

2. TrOCs degradation by individual AOPs

110

AOPs are aqueous phase chemical processes based on highly reactive species that transform

111

the structure of target organic contaminants (Miklos et al., 2018). AOPs involve two steps,

112

namely, generation of radicals species and oxidation of TrOCs by the radicals. The mechanisms

113

of reactive species generation and oxidation of contaminants by individual AOPs are illustrated

114

in Figure S1. Radical formation in AOPs depends on various reaction conditions as well as

115

water chemistry and the nature of the contaminant. TrOCs contain different types of functional

116

groups in their structures, which influence their reactivity towards a particular AOP (Yang et

117

al., 2013). Functional groups can be categorized as electron-donating groups (EDGs) or

118

electron-withdrawing groups (EWGs). A few examples of EDGs are -NH2, -OH, -R, -NR2 etc,

119

while examples of EWGs include -X, -CN, -CF3, -COH, -COR, etc.

120

Based on data from independent studies listed in Supplementary Data Table S1 to S6, Figure

121

2 illustrates a box and whisker plot for TrOC degradation by different standalone AOPs. The

122

experimental conditions can vary widely in the literature; therefore, this figure is not intended

123

to communicate an absolute trend. However, it provides a general overview of TrOC removal

124

by individual AOPs. Figure 3 shows the removal of three widely studied TrOCs with EDGs

125

only, EWGs only and with both EDGs/EWGs for four standalone AOP, namely, photolysis,

126

photocatalysis, ozonation, and Fenton process. Further details on the degradation of various

127

TrOCs containing different functional groups by standalone AOPs are available in

128

Supplementary Data Table S1-3 and S6. Removals are presented as % removal/min as a

129

function of initial concentration of TrOC and important operation parameters in each AOP such

130

as photon flux in photolysis, titania catalyst dose in photocatalysis, ozone dose in ozonation
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131

and Fenton reagent ratio in Fenton process. Following subsections present brief critical analysis

132

of TrOC treatment by standalone AOPs.

133

2.1. TrOCs degradation by UV photolysis

134

Photolysis involves the degradation of TrOCs upon absorption of UV radiation (Carlson et al.,

135

2015; Chianese et al., 2017b; Duca et al., 2017). Traditionally sources of UV radiation for

136

disinfection and environmental remediation have been low pressure, medium pressure, or high-

137

pressure mercury lamps emitting light typically with a wavelength of 254 nm. Recently

138

sunlight has been explored as renewable energy. Another emerging technology is the use of

139

light-emitting diode (LED) lamps for UV irradiation (Sirtori et al., 2010). UV-LED lamps are

140

advantageous due to the elimination of the presence of mercury in UV lamps, sharp emission

141

spectrum wavelength, compact size as well as flexible design (Autin et al., 2013; Song et al.,

142

2016). In direct UV photolysis, UV irradiation excites photolabile moieties present in TrOCs

143

and oxidise them (Figure S1), while indirect UV photolysis uses different oxidants such as

144

hydrogen peroxide to generate radical species that helps in contaminant degradation. TrOC

145

removal efficiency by UV photolysis depends on various factors such as turbidity of the water

146

matrix, type, and intensity of UV lamps, molar absorption coefficient, as well as the functional

147

groups present in target compounds. Depending on the structure and different reaction

148

parameters, TrOC removal by UV photolysis has been reported to range between 47% and 99%

149

(Figure 2). Details related to the removal of TrOCs with different functional groups are

150

presented in Figure S2. This figure represents removal rates of some selected TrOCs as a

151

function of initial TrOC concentration and photon flux. Furthermore, Figure 3 illustrates the

152

removal rate of three widely studied TrOCs, namely, bisphenol A (containing EDG only),

153

atrazine (both EDGs/EWGs), and carbamazepine (containing EWG) by UV photolysis.

154

Bisphenol A with two different types of EDGs (-OH, CH3) showed high removal rates.

155

Depending on TrOC type, removal rates may also depend on the initial concentration of TrOC

156

(Luo et al., 2017). With an increase in initial concentration, atrazine removal rate reduced as

157

shown in Figure 3. Removal rates investigated in different studies for carbamazepine by UV

158

photolysis were consistently low (Figure 3). Low removal rates can be attributed to the

159

presence of a carboxamide functional group in carbamazepine that reduces its reactivity (Wang

160

et al., 2016). Various examples of TrOCs removal with different functional groups by UV

161

photolysis are available in Figure S2. These examples illustrate the effect of various

162

parameters on TrOC degradation and provide ideas to optimise degradation of TrOCs by UV

163

photolysis. TrOC removal efficiency by UV photolysis is greatly affected by the turbidity of
5

164

water or due to the presence of radical scavengers such as halide ions, carbonate ions, nitrate

165

ions, or natural organic matter. Turbidity reduces the penetration of UV light into water, while

166

radicals scavengers absorb UV irradiation and act as a shield, thus reducing TrOC degradation

167

(Chianese et al., 2017a; Yang & Pignatello, 2017a). Therefore, UV photolysis is integrated

168

with other oxidizing agents such as hydrogen peroxide, persulfate, or chlorine to increase the

169

reactive species in the system that may help in better contaminant degradation.

170

2.2. TrOCs degradation by photocatalysis

171

Photocatalysis for TrOC degradation involves photo-excitation of an electron from valance

172

band to conduction band on the surface of photocatalyst by UV irradiation, resulting in the

173

generation of an electron (e-) in conduction band and hole (h+) in valance band as shown in

174

Figure S1. The electron in the conduction band reacts with oxygen in the reaction mixture to

175

produce O2●- that reacts with OH- to produce hydroxyl radicals. (Alvarez et al., 2016; Bamba

176

et al., 2008; Dong et al., 2019; Martínez et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2018). Either electron-hole

177

pair or hydroxyl radicals react with TrOCs and oxidise them. TrOC degradation by

178

photocatalysis depends on the type of lamp, nature of the catalyst, and the contaminant. For

179

decades, titania has been used as photocatalyst due to the strong photocatalytic activity, high

180

surface area and comparatively lower cost. However, fast recombination of electron-hole pair

181

results in low radical concentration that leads to poor contaminant degradation. Other catalysts

182

too can be used in photocatalysis. These include Pt, Pd, Au, ZnO, WO3, and WS2 that showed

183

lower recombination rate of electron-hole pair (Wang et al., 2018a). Available studies have

184

reported significant TrOC degradation by photocatalysis using titania (Figure 2). For example,

185

Figure 3 illustrates that bisphenol A removal rate increased as titania (photocatalyst) dose

186

increased. Figure 3 also shows that the removal rate decreases with initial TrOC concentration

187

(Alvarez et al., 2016; Sacco et al., 2015). Carbamazepine contains a carboxamide group (EWG)

188

that hinders its removal rate by photocatalysis (Haroune et al., 2014). Thus, the removal rate

189

of carbamazepine could not be increased even by increasing catalyst dose (Feng et al., 2013b;

190

Qin et al., 2012). Figure S3, based on Supplementary Data Table S2, shows that TrOC

191

functional groups as well as reaction conditions influence removal rates of various TrOCs by

192

photocatalysis (Feng et al., 2013b; Qin et al., 2012). Photocatalysis requires a post-treatment

193

for the separation of the catalysts from the treated effluent. Thus, this process can be integrated

194

with other AOPs to encounter the limitations of the individual AOPs.

195

2.3. TrOCs degradation by ozonation
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196

Ozone is a strong oxidant (E° = 2.07 V) that degrades TrOCs by either direct attack on specific

197

sites or indirectly through the generation of ●OH radicals that transform contaminant structure

198

(Figure S1). Ozone is highly selective and can effectively degrades TrOCs having high

199

electron density or containing a double bond, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulfur in their

200

structure (Kuang et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2017). Ozone can react with hydroxide ions present

201

in water to generate ●OH radicals at alkaline pH. This process is slow and follows second-order

202

reaction kinetics (Miklos et al., 2018). ●OH radical has higher rate constant 106-109 M-1S-1

203

compared to ozone. Degradation of TrOCs by ozonation depends on the nature of contaminant,

204

ozone dose, pH, and water chemistry (von Gunten, 2003a; von Gunten, 2003b). Available data

205

in the literature (Figure 2) indicate high removal (92-100%) of TrOCs by ozonation (Gomes

206

et al., 2017; Jin et al., 2012). As shown in Figure 3 bisphenol A (-OH functional group),

207

atrazine (-Cl, -NH, -CH3), and carbamazepine (-CONH2) showed high removal rates by

208

ozonation (Garoma & Matsumoto, 2009; Goncalves et al., 2015). Further details regarding the

209

removal rate of TrOCs with different functional groups are available in Figure S4 that is based

210

on data presented in Supplementary Data Table S3. Although ozonation can be an effective

211

means for water disinfection and TrOC degradation, the formation of toxic by-products due to

212

reaction with NOM or bromide ions is a significant problem, especially in secondary

213

wastewater treatment. This process can be combined with other processes such as UV

214

photolysis, Fenton process, or hydrogen peroxide that can immediately initiate the ●OH radicals

215

formation and may suppress by-products formation.

216

2.4. TrOCs degradation by sonolysis

217

Sonolysis involves ultrasonic waves or longitudinal waves having a high frequency (up to 40-

218

1000 KHz) in an aqueous phase which produces cavitation bubbles. Cavitation bubbles

219

collapse and generate hot-spots having high temperatures (5000 k) and pressure increase (500

220

atm) (Wu et al., 2013). Sonolysis involves chemical-free redox reaction and achieves enhanced

221

mass transfer in the system as a result of the breakdown of cavitation bubbles (Figure S1). This

222

process is more suitable for volatile contaminants (Sunartio et al., 2007; Torres-Palma et al.,

223

2010; Wu et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2010). However, non-volatile TrOCs also can be degraded

224

due to the formation of ●OH radicals (Figure S1). Another factor that affects the degradation

225

efficiency is the frequency of ultrasound waves that help to generate hydroxyl radicals in the

226

system. For instance, Chand et al., (2009) investigated the removals of phenol at different

227

ultrasound frequencies (i.e., 20 kHz, 300 kHz, and 520 kHz) and reported complete removal at

228

the frequency 300 kHz and above. Supplementary Data Table S4 presents data regarding
7

229

TrOC removal by sonolysis. Depending on the reaction conditions, TrOCs removal efficiency

230

(i.e., disappearance of the parent compound) may range from 80% to 100%. However,

231

literature is scarce on the extent of TrOC mineralization by sonolysis. Sonolysis consumes high

232

energy for treatment. In addition, all cavitation bubbles may not break to degrade TrOCs. These

233

drawbacks limit the use of sonolysis for real wastewater treatment purpose. However, this

234

process can be combined with other AOPs namely, Fenton process or ozonation to operate

235

under milder reaction conditions (Pang et al., 2011; Rayaroth et al., 2016).

236

2.5. TrOCs degradation by anodic oxidation

237

Anodic oxidation requires direct means of energy input for contaminant degradation (Ganiyu

238

et al., 2015; Madhavan et al., 2010; Naddeo et al., 2010; Zúñiga-Benítez et al., 2016). It

239

includes an electrolytic cell with an anode and electrolytic solution. An anode with high

240

potential for O2 generation is selected due to its higher reactivity towards TrOC. Typical

241

examples of anodes are iridium dioxide (IrO2), ruthenium dioxide (RuO2), platinum (Pt),

242

graphite, lead dioxide (PbO2), boron-doped diamond (BDD) and tin dioxide (SnO2) (Feng et

243

al., 2013a; Moreira et al., 2017). The reaction media containing the TrOCs acts as an

244

electrolytic solution, and sometimes traces of electrolyte such as sodium sulfate is added in the

245

system to enhance the conductivity of the system (Sirés et al., 2014). Boron-doped diamond

246

(BDD) based anodes are commonly used in AO process because of their higher stability and

247

low production cost compared to other anodes. It produces hydroxyl radicals via O2 produced

248

from water oxidation. BDD anode does not require further electrolyte addition in the system,

249

and therefore, considered an eco-friendly anode for TrOC degradation by AOPs (Chaplin,

250

2014).

251

Anodic oxidation treatment for TrOCs proceeds via three pathways: i) the direct transfer of

252

electrons to the surface of the anode; ii) formation of reactive species due to the oxidation of

253

water at the surface of the anode, promoting mediated redox reaction in the bulk; and iii) ions

254

of electrolyte present in the system also generate reactive species that react with TrOCs.

255

TrOC degradation efficiency depends significantly on the anodic material. For instance,

256

Cavalcanti et al., (2013) reported poor removal (>50%) of omeprazole in the case of platinum

257

anode while complete degradation was observed in the presence of boron-doped diamond

258

anode at a current intensity of 100 mA/m2 in both cases after 90 minutes. The ability of boron-

259

doped diamond (BDD) anode to remove omeprazole better compared to platinum anode can

260

be attributed to the higher reactivity of the former anode. BDD anode produces hydrogen
8

261

peroxide in the system by reduction of oxygen of the system and generates BBD (●OH). Thus

262

better degradation occurs in the solution due to BBD (●OH) reactivity with TrOCs (Cavalcanti

263

et al., 2013).

264

A similar trend was observed by Oturan et al., (2012) when they investigated the degradation

265

of atrazine with platinum and boron-doped diamond anode. They reported 80% and 97%

266

mineralization in the presence of platinum and boron-doped diamond anode, respectively.

267

Other factors that impact the degradation of TrOCs are pH and current intensity (Oturan et al.,

268

2012). Though anodic oxidation is recognized as a suitable treatment for emerging

269

contaminants, certain limitations are associated with it, such as electrode stability and cost, and

270

mass transfer limitations from solution to the surface of the electrode (Sirés et al., 2014; Zhang

271

et al., 2016b). Therefore, it can be combined with other processes such as sonolysis or Fenton

272

process to improve treatment performance.

273

2.6. TrOCs degradation by Fenton process

274

Fenton process generates hydroxyl radicals by Fenton reagent (iron oxides and hydrogen

275

peroxide) in acidic medium (around pH 3) (De Luca et al., 2014; Rozas et al., 2010; Sun et al.,

276

2016). General reaction mechanisms of the process involve the generation of radicals and then

277

oxidation of TrOC as shown in Figure S1. Available reports indicate significant removal of

278

the tested TrOCs by Fenton process (Figure 2 and Supplementary Data Table S6). TrOC

279

degradation by Fenton process depends on the pH of the system, [H2O2]:[Fe2+] dose ratio, and

280

the nature of functional groups present in TrOC structure (Figure S5). The maintenance of

281

acidic pH is important as higher pH generates ferric ions in the system which act as ●OH radical

282

scavenger and precipitate out as Fe(OH)3 from the reaction media, thus reducing process

283

efficiency and generating sludge (Alalm et al., 2015; Clarizia et al., 2017a). This process can

284

be combined with UV photolysis that reduces ferric ions in the system and improves the

285

efficiency of the combined process.

286

3. TrOC degradation by integrated AOPs

287

Some TrOCs are extremely persistent and hence add to the difficulty in the treatment of TrOCs-

288

containing wastewater. Individual AOPs have been studied extensively for the removal of

289

TrOCs in recent years but most of them appeared as an effective treatment for complete

290

degradation of a variety of TrOCs in the mixture (Deng & Zhao, 2015; Oller et al., 2011;

291

Rivera-Utrilla et al., 2013). Limitations associated with individual AOPs greatly affect the
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292

process efficiency. For example, one limitation of photocatalysis is the phenomenon called

293

‘electron-hole recombination’. It also requires an adequate supply of oxygen for hydroxyl

294

radical generation and catalytic stability and needs slightly acidic pH for the chemisorption

295

process (diffusion of contaminant on the surface of catalyst). This process is suitable for TrOCs

296

with electron-withdrawing groups, while the degradation of TrOCs with electron-donating

297

groups is dependent on the concentration of radicals generated in the system (Rivera-Utrilla et

298

al., 2013). Moreover, separation of photocatalyst from treated effluent is a significant challenge

299

(Agustina et al., 2005). On the other hand, direct oxidation by ozone is more suitable for TrOCs

300

with electron-donating groups and indirect oxidation (via radicals) by ozone contributes to the

301

degradation of TrOCs with electron-withdrawing groups (Jin et al., 2012). Ozonation is pH-

302

dependent as hydroxyl radicals are generated only at alkaline pH. Ozone can generate toxic

303

halogenated by-products if halide ions are present in the system (von Gunten, 2003a; von

304

Gunten, 2003b). Compared to other AOPs, sonolysis is suitable for volatile and hydrophobic

305

TrOCs. Fenton process is only effective at acidic pH and requires neutralization of treated

306

effluent for safe disposal (Rozas et al., 2010). Anodic oxidation involves relatively higher

307

energy cost, requires addition of electrolytes for treatment of wastewater with low conductivity,

308

and suffers from anode stability problem due to fouling from the deposition of organic matter

309

on the anode surface (Sirés et al., 2014). Thus the available reports indicate that a single and

310

universally applicable AOP is not possible and integration of different AOPs is essential for

311

effective TrOCs degradation (Miralles-Cuevas et al., 2017). This section delineates a

312

systematic review of integrated AOPs for the removal of TrOCs present in water and

313

wastewater. Figure 1 elucidates different combinations of AOPs that can be used for the

314

effective degradation of TrOCs.

315

3.1. UV radiation based AOPs for TrOC degradation

316

In ultraviolet radiation based AOPs, different oxidants/chemicals or nanoparticles (solid

317

photocatalysts) in the presence of UV radiation, generate a large number of reactive species

318

(Figure 1). Varieties of such combinations have been reported in the literature. They include

319

UV/ozonation, photocatalysis/ozonation UV/hydrogen peroxide, UV/ozonation/hydrogen

320

peroxide, UV/US or US/ozonation, US/ hydrogen peroxide, UV/Fenton process, UV/chlorine

321

or UV/persulphate (Cheng et al., 2016; Joseph et al., 2009). The effectiveness of UV radiation

322

treatment depends, among others, on the molar absorption coefficient of TrOC and the type

323

and intensity of the UV lamps.
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324

UV irradiation transforms TrOC chemical structure through electronic excitation of atoms

325

present in the structure. When the applied UV irradiation does not possess enough energy for

326

electronic excitation of a TrOC, ineffective TrOC degradation occurs. For instance, De la Cruz

327

et al., (2012) investigated the degradation of 32 TrOCs by UV photolysis. They reported

328

complete removal of diclofenac, diuron, ketoprofen, and mefenamic acid while the rest of the

329

TrOC showed degradation between 10-70%. Another study reported 40% degradation for

330

diclofenac while less than 10% degradation for carbamazepine, primidone, and caffeine

331

(Nihemaiti et al., 2018). These studies showed that some TrOCs are persistent and only UV

332

irradiation is not enough for their complete degradation, especially when the aqueous medium

333

has high turbidity. Therefore, combination of UV photolysis with different chemicals (e.g.,

334

H2O2, persulphate) or other AOPs (e.g., Fenton process, ozonation, or anodic oxidation) is

335

required to improve the degradation rates of the TrOCs. In this way, a larger number of radicals

336

(i.e., hydroxyl radicals, sulfate radicals) can be produced, which can improve TrOC

337

degradation (Cheng et al., 2016) over a broad range of operating conditions. For instance,

338

direct ozonation is effective at lower pH. Sulfate radicals work effectively at a wider pH range

339

and they are less reactive towards interfering compounds present in real wastewater, while

340

hydroxyl radicals are more effective at high pH but are more prone to radical scavenging effect

341

(Wols & Hofman-Caris, 2012; Yang et al., 2019).

342

3.1.1 UV/ H2O2 process

343

UV photolysis of hydrogen peroxide produces two hydroxyl radicals in the system. These

344

radicals may combine to either form hydrogen peroxide or react with other chemical species

345

present in the system. Therefore, the probability of the availability of free hydroxyl radicals in

346

the system is 50%. UVC irradiation plays an important role in the generation of these radicals.

347

Hydrogen peroxide does not break down by irradiation with λ > 254nm. Therefore, UVC

348

irradiation must be used for hydrogen peroxide photolysis. Other factors that affect UV

349

photolysis of hydrogen peroxide are transparency of the reaction solution and optical properties

350

of the UV reactor. Thus, for significant production of radicals, a higher concentration of

351

hydrogen peroxide is required depending on the above-mentioned factors (Buxton et al., 1988;

352

Nicole et al., 1990). A combination of UV radiation with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) generates

353

hydroxyl radicals due to photodegradation of H2O2 and can achieve effective degradation of a

354

wide range of TrOCs (Keen et al., 2016; Miklos et al., 2018; Wols & Hofman-Caris, 2012).

355

Several studies are available on the removal of TrOCs by UV/ H2O2 (Table 1). For example,

356

Wols et al., (2013) studied the reaction kinetics of 40 different TrOCs with UV only vs.
11

357

UV/H2O2. They observed that UV/H2O2 enhanced overall reaction kinetics due to direct

358

photolysis and indirect photolysis by the formation of hydroxyl radicals. However, because the

359

molar absorption spectrum of H2O2 is smaller at a UV wavelength of 254 nm, a large amount

360

of H2O2 was required to produce optimum level of hydroxyl radicals (Wols et al., 2013).

361

Another study showed that UV irradiation of acetamiprid without and with H2O2 resulted in

362

50% and 100% removal, respectively (Santos et al., 2015). Acetamiprid has both EDG/EWG

363

(-Cl, -CH3) in its structure that may be less reactive towards direct photolysis and thus required

364

hydroxyl radicals for complete removal.

365

Combined AOPs not only help in better degradation of the parent compound but can also

366

increase the level of mineralization. For instance, Perisic et al., (2016) reported similar level of

367

diclofenac degradation by UV photolysis (90%) and UV/H2O2 (100%), but the level of

368

mineralization was significantly different (2% and 30% mineralization by UV and UV/H 2O2,

369

respectively). Kim et al., (2009) reported removals of 41 TrOCs by UV and UV/H2O2. They

370

showed that removals greatly depended on the physicochemical properties of TrOC, and the

371

addition of H2O2 enhanced the degradation of parent TrOCs and their mineralization (as

372

denoted by dissolved organic carbon (DOC) removal). Similarly, Alharbi et al., (2017) reported

373

that an increase in H2O2 concentration enhanced the removal of four different TrOCs, namely,

374

sulfamethoxazole, carbamazepine, diclofenac, and trimethoprim. Sulfamethoxazole and

375

diclofenac disappeared completely from the test medium after 8 minutes of UV irradiation,

376

while carbamazepine and trimethoprim were only degraded by 25% and 71%, respectively.

377

Carbamazepine with an EWG (-CONH2) showed the least reactivity towards direct UV

378

photolysis even for a UV exposure time of 60 minutes. By contrast, carbamazepine was

379

completely degraded by UV/H2O2 within 30 minutes (Alharbi et al., 2017). UV/H2O2 process

380

has been studied extensively for the removal of TrOCs but the efficiency of this process is

381

greatly affected by low UV transmittance in real wastewater and due to the presence of different

382

radical scavengers in the reaction matrix (see Section 4).

383

3.1.2. UV/Fenton process

384

Fenton process generates hydroxyl radicals from the reaction of Fenton reagents (iron salt and

385

hydrogen peroxide) at acidic pH (around 3). At higher pH, ferrous ions (Fe2+) are converted to

386

ferric ions (Fe3+) that act as hydroxyl radicals scavenger and precipitate out from the system as

387

ferric hydroxide. Higher concentrations of hydrogen peroxide in the system cause ferric

388

hydroxide precipitation in the system. Therefore, Fenton process is carried out at acidic pH to
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389

suppress the hydroxyl radical scavenging effect. Alternatively, photo-Fenton process can

390

produce more hydroxyl radicals through photoreduction of ferric ions to ferrous ions and direct

391

UV/H2O2 reaction. Ferrous ions produced from photo-Fenton process can further react with

392

hydrogen peroxide to generate more radicals in the system (Clarizia et al., 2017b; Mirzaei et

393

al., 2017; Rahim Pouran et al., 2015). Compared to the standalone Fenton process (Ameta et

394

al., 2018), a combination of UV irradiation and Fenton process has been reported to improve

395

degradation capacity for a broader range of TrOCs via different pathways such as direct

396

photolysis, Fenton process, H2O2 /UV photolysis, and photo-reduction of iron salt (Pérez-

397

Estrada et al., 2005). Table 1 critically presents data regarding the degradation of various

398

TrOCs and the impact of reaction parameters on the Fenton process and the photo-Fenton

399

process. For instance, Perez et al., (2005) investigated the degradation of diclofenac and

400

reported 50 % and 100 % removal in 60 minutes by the Fenton process and photo-Fenton

401

process, respectively. They also observed 95% mineralization of diclofenac by the photo-

402

Fenton process (only 10% by the Fenton process). Fenton process and Photo-Fenton treatments

403

of 2-chlorophenol resulted in 60% and 100% removals in 30 minutes. Mineralization in the

404

Fenton process was less than 10% and increased to 95%in the photo-Fenton treatment of 2-

405

chlorophenol over 150 minutes (Poulopoulos et al., 2008). Pliego et al., (2014) reported 25%

406

and 90% mineralization of sertraline by Fenton process and solar photo-Fenton process,

407

respectively. Alalm et al., (2015) studied the effect of pH and Fenton reagents on the photo-

408

Fenton process for the degradation of four TrOCs, namely, amoxicillin, ampicillin,

409

paracetamol, and diclofenac. They reported that better degradation occurs at a pH 3, and

410

increasing Fenton reagent dose (H2O2 from 0.5g/L to 2g/L and FeSO4 from 100 mg/L to 500

411

mg/L) improved TrOC degradation.

412

3.1.3. Photocatalysis/ozonation

413

Photocatalysis can degrade a broad range of TrOCs but complete mineralization of TrOCs may

414

require a longer operation period, making the process energy-intensive (Agustina et al., 2005;

415

Herrmann et al., 1993; Mozia & Morawski, 2012). Ozone is a strong oxidizing agent that is

416

highly selective in nature and can degrade TrOC at acidic pH. In ozonation, hydroxyl radicals

417

can be generated at alkaline pH or through the introduction of UV irradiation or other

418

chemicals. To broaden the range of effectively degraded TrOCs and to improve mineralization,

419

integrated photocatalysis-ozonation can be used (Moreira et al., 2016). TrOC degradation by

420

such a combined process proceeds through direct ozonation, photocatalytic degradation, and

421

hydroxyl radical generation via UV/ozone interaction in the presence of oxygen (Fatta13

422

Kassinos et al., 2011; Moreira et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2015). Another possible advantage could

423

be the reduction in electron-hole pair recombination because of the interaction between ozone

424

and electron present on the catalytic surface. In literature, combined photocatalysis-ozonation

425

has shown promising results for the removal of TrOCs.

426

For instance, Moreira et at., (2016) reported 56 % and 100% removal of diclofenac with

427

photocatalysis and photocatalysis-ozonation, respectively. Photocatalytic degradation of

428

ofloxacin was only 65% in 120 minutes while ozonation completely removed this TrOC in 30

429

minutes. Over an exposure period of 120 min, mineralization was not observed in

430

photocatalysis-only, while ozonation yielded 35% removal of total organic carbon (i.e.,

431

mineralization). A similar trend was observed for trimethoprim and atenolol by Rodriguez et

432

al., (2013).

433

Rivas et al., (2012) studied the degradation of nine TrOCs and reported 60% mineralization by

434

combined photocatalysis-ozonation, while less than 10% mineralization was observed in

435

ozonation-only. They also reported that for the combined photocatalytic-ozonation process a

436

titania dose of 0.25 g/L is needed to achieve high TrOC removal while minimizing shielding

437

of UV light (a common effect when an excessive amount of catalysts is added to test solution).

438

Beltran et al., (2009) also reported a similar effect of titania on the degradation of

439

sulfamethoxazole by photocatalysis-ozonation process. They reported 70% mineralization of

440

sulfamethoxazole in the combined process.

441

In photocatalysis, active sites of catalysis get blocked by TrOCs or some interfering species

442

present in the reaction system, thus reducing process efficiency. Therefore, it can be combined

443

with other AOP such as ultrasound to improve the process effectiveness (Gogate & Pandit,

444

2004). Simultaneous use of sonolysis with photocatalysis not only helps in the catalyst surface

445

cleaning but also results in more hydroxyl radicals generation in the system due to

446

UV/sonolysis interaction (Gogate & Pandit, 2004). Unfortunately, literature is scarce on this

447

combination, and this aspect needs to be explored in depth.

448

3.1.4. Combined Fenton process and sonolysis

449

Sonolysis individually is suitable for volatile TrOCs as they can enter into the centre of the

450

cavitation bubble, while the removal of non-volatile TrOCs occurs through hydroxyl radical

451

attack in the bulk. Breakdown of cavitation bubble in the bulk produces hydroxyl radicals

452

through pyrolytic cleavage of the water molecule. It has been reported that a small

453

concentration of iron enhances the removal of pollutants because it creates Fenton like process
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454

in the system (Huang et al., 2012). In Fenton process, iron salt reacts with hydrogen peroxide

455

to produce hydroxyl radical and Fe3+ that further reacts with H2O2 to produce ●O2H complex

456

instead of ●OH radicals, thus lowering the process efficiency. Ultrasound irradiation can

457

breakdown the ●O2H complex. Presence of ultrasound waves can regenerate ferrous ions by

458

breakdown the ●O2H complex. Therefore, it is beneficial to integrate this process with Fenton

459

process for enhanced TrOC degradation (Chand et al., 2009; Pang et al., 2011). Huang et al.,

460

(2012) studied the impact of pH on the degradation of bisphenol A by combined sonolysis and

461

Fenton process. They reported complete removal of BPA and almost complete removal of

462

organic carbon from the system (i.e., complete breakdown into carbondioxide and water).

463

Compared to a narrow pH range suitable for the Fenton process, sonolysis/Fenton process was

464

found effective over a pH range of 3-9 for effective degradation of bisphenol A. Compared to

465

86% degradation of alachlor by Fenton process alone, combined sonolysis/Fenton process

466

achieved complete removal of the compound (Bagal & Gogate, 2012). Hou et al., (2016)

467

studied the degradation of tetracycline by sonolysis and combined sonolysis /Fenton process.

468

Sonolysis resulted in 11% degradation of the parent compound tetracycline but no removal of

469

organic carbon (i.e., tetracycline was not broken down to carbondioxide and water), while the

470

combined process yielded 93% degradation of tetracycline and 32% mineralization (i.e.,

471

removal of organic carbon) within 60 minutes. Lower removal by sonolaysis alone may be

472

because of insufficient level of hydroxyl radicals produced via cavitation phenomenon.

473

Complete elimination of tetracycline by combined sonolysis and Fenton process occurred even

474

at neutral pH. Table 1 demonstrates the extent of degradation of TrOCs containing different

475

functional groups by combined sonolysis and Fenton process.

476

3.1.5. UV/SO42- process

477

Recently sulfate radical-based AOPs have gained attention due to various advantages such as

478

high redox potential, longer radical life, and less susceptibility to radical scavenging effect

479

(Sharma et al., 2015). Sulfate radicals can be produced through the activation of

480

permonosulphate (PMS) or persulfate (PS) ions. Activation methods involve heat, transition

481

metals, ultrasound irradiation, and UV irradiation. Among all activation processes, UV

482

irradiation is of great interest (Yang et al., 2019). Sulfate radicals are formed due to the

483

breakdown of peroxide (-O-O-) of PS or PMS. Similarly, hydroxyl radicals are formed due to

484

the breakage of peroxide (-O-O-) of hydrogen peroxide. The bond energy for peroxide (-O-O-

485

) in PMS/PS and hydrogen peroxides are 140 kJ/mol and 213.3 kJ/mol, respectively. It means
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486

that sulfate radical formation requires less energy compared to ●OH radicals through UV

487

irradiation (Yang et al., 2019). PS or PMS breakage produces sulfate and ●OH radicals in the

488

system. One molecule of PS produces two, while PMS generates one sulfate radical (Yang et

489

al., 2019). UV/persulfate is efficient for degradation as well as mineralization of TrOCs under

490

milder conditions. This process has been studied for the removal of various TrOCs (Lu et al.,

491

2018; Tan et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2019). Table 1 presents data from studies on TrOCs

492

degradation by UV irradiation and integrated UV/persulfate process. For instance, Sharma et

493

al., (2015) compared the degradation of bisphenol A by UV and UV/persulfate. They reported

494

95% removal of the compound by UV/persulfate while degradation by UV irradiation was only

495

51%. Gao et al., (2012) reported 22% and 97% degradation of sulfamethazine by UV photolysis

496

and UV/persulfate, respectively. In UV/persulfate, pH is an important parameter as sulfate

497

radicals are dominant at pH below 7. For instance, Zhou et al., (Zhou et al., 2017) investigated

498

the impact of pH on degradation of diatrizoate by UV/persulfate process. They observed

499

diatrizoate degradation to drop by almost 50% when the reaction pH exceeded 8.5. Generally,

500

sulfate radicals are dominant at low pH while ●OH radicals are dominant at alkaline pH. In the

501

study of Zhou et al.,(Zhou et al., 2017), sulfate radicals played an important role in the

502

degradation of diatrizoate at low pH. At pH 8.5, ●OH radicals might be not enough for complete

503

removal of TrOC; thus a reduced degradation was observed.

504

3.1.6. UV/chlorine process

505

In recent years, combination of UV irradiation and free chlorine has been studied for TrOC

506

degradation (Qin et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016). Integrated UV/chlorine process produces

507

different reactive species such as Cl●, ●OH, and ClO●. Detailed chemistry of different radicals

508

formed in an integrated UV/chlorine process is available elsewhere (Cerreta et al., 2020). The

509

Cl● radicals are selective in nature and can attack TrOCs with electron-donating functional

510

groups in their structures. UV/chlorine process is mostly favorable at low pH (Cerreta et al.,

511

2020; Lu et al., 2018). This process can efficiently eliminate various pharmaceutical and

512

personal care products (Gao et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2016) (Table 1). For instance, Wang et

513

al., (2016) observed only 5% degradation of carbamazepine by UV irradiation but 98%

514

degradation by UV/chlorine process. Yang et al., (2020) reported 42% and 98% degradation of

515

ametryn by UV photolysis and UV/chlorine process, respectively. They also reported that

516

degradation by the combined process was the highest at acidic pH because of formation of

517

different ions (HOCl, OCl-) (Yang et al., 2020). Another study reported 90% degradation of
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518

chlortoluron by UV/chlorine as compared to 67% by UV only (Guo et al., 2016). It is

519

noteworthy that the UV/chlorine process is currently being applied in full-scale at Los Angeles

520

Water Reclamation Plant for water or wastewater treatment (Xylem, 2015). However, this

521

process also involves the formation of different chlorinated by-products such as chlorate and

522

perchlorate.

523

3.2 Ozonation or Fenton process-based AOPs for TrOC degradation

524

Ozonation/Fenton process-based AOPs involve the coupling of Fenton reagents, ozone,

525

hydrogen peroxide, chlorine, or persulfate to generate different reactive species as shown in

526

Figure 1. These reactive species break down TrOC structure by different mechanisms (Deng

527

& Zhao, 2015; Homem & Santos, 2011; Ribeiro et al., 2015). However, functional groups

528

present in TrOC structures have a significant effect on their degradation. For instance, the steric

529

hindrance of the main aromatic ring and the secondary ring may influence TrOC degradation.

530

Generally, hydroxyl radicals unselectively attack TrOCs and oxidise them. This section

531

critically discusses the combination of different ozonation or Fenton process-based AOPs for

532

TrOC degradation.

533

3.2.1. Heterogeneous Fenton process

534

Traditionally, Fenton process involves the generation of hydroxyl radicals by catalytic reaction

535

of hydrogen peroxide and iron salt (iron oxide), but the generation of such radicals is only

536

favored at pH below 3. With an increase in pH, hydroxyl radicals react with ferrous ions and

537

produce ferric oxide that precipitates out from the system as sludge. Further, neutralization

538

after treatment is required for safe disposal of treated effluent. Heterogeneous Fenton processes

539

based on iron oxide can overcome the problem of the classical Fenton process (Ikhlaq et al.,

540

2018). For instance, iron salt was impregnated on porous sea buckthorn and used for the

541

degradation of doxycycline at neutral pH (Zhang et al., 2016a). Velichkova et al., (2013)

542

investigated the removal of paracetamol in a heterogeneous Fenton process at near-neutral pH

543

(6). They reported complete removal of the parent compound and 50% decay of total organic

544

carbon within 5h. Another study investigated the degradation of carbamazepine and ibuprofen

545

by nano-magnetic catalyzed heterogeneous Fenton process at neutral pH. They reported

546

complete degradation of both the TrOCs within 12h of reaction (Sun et al., 2013). Wang et al.,

547

(2017) investigated the removal of sulfamethoxazole by Fenton reagent and iron/persulphate

548

(Wang & Wang, 2017). They reported that the removal of sulfamethoxazole by these two

549

different processes, in real wastewater, is comparable (Table 2). Wang et al., (Wang et al.,
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550

2019) also studied the removal of acetaminophen by the persulfate/iron salt process. They

551

reported 70% degradation of acetaminophen in 30 minutes of reaction time. The authors

552

suggested that both sulfate radicals and hydroxyl radicals were responsible for the TrOC

553

degradation (Wang et al., 2019). Efforts to increase the effectiveness of Fenton process have

554

led to the combination with a powerful oxidant such as ozone. Iron salt supported on a solid

555

base (i.e., activated carbon) activates ozone by transfer of an electron from the metal to ozone

556

and generates ozone radicals that later on release hydroxyl radicals. Abu Amr & Aziz (Abu

557

Amr & Aziz, 2012) investigated the degradation efficiency of leachate using ozonation and

558

combined ozone/Fenton process. Authors reported that introduction of Fenton process to

559

ozonation promoted degradation efficiency from 15% to 65% COD from 0.63kg of O3. Li et

560

al., (2015a) studied the removal of amoxicillin by ozonation and Fenton /ozonation process and

561

reported 10% and 68% removals of amoxicillin by ozonation only and combined Fenton

562

/ozonation process, respectively (Li et al., 2015a). Both degradation of the parent compound

563

and mineralization was investigated for aniline in ozone/Fenton process by Qin et al., (2018).

564

Removal rates for aniline were 49% and 100% by O3 and O3/Fenton process, respectively in

565

10 minutes. TOC removal efficiency was 89% in O3/Fenton process after 60 minutes, while

566

mineralization by ozonation-only was negligible (Qin et al., 2018). In ozonation, only ozone

567

reacts with aniline to degrade it while in O3 and Fenton process three different reactions

568

involving both ozone and hydroxyl radicals operate. Further studies are required to explore the

569

true potential of combined Fenton and ozonation process for TrOC degradation and

570

mineralization.

571

3.2.2. Peroxone (ozone/ hydrogen peroxide) process

572

Ozone can be combined with hydrogen peroxide to enhance the degradation efficiency of a

573

wide range of TrOCs. A combination of ozone and hydrogen peroxide is called peroxone (De

574

Witte et al., 2009). This combination of ozone with hydrogen peroxide accelerates the

575

formation of hydroxyl radicals from ozone and reduces the reaction time. Depending on

576

reaction conditions and type of water matrix, the required ozone dose varies (Lin et al., 2009).

577

Typical ozone dose is 1-20 mg.L-1 for the degradation of TrOCs by peroxone. Peroxone has

578

been studied for the treatment of water and wastewater impacted water bodies (De Witte et al.,

579

2009; Katsoyiannis et al., 2011). Table 2 presents the degradation performance of various

580

TrOCs by combined ozone/hydrogen peroxide For instance, Lin et al., (2009) reported only

581

58% degradation of erythromycin by ozonation, while the combination of ozone/hydrogen

582

peroxide resulted in complete removal in 10 minutes. TOC removal by the integrated process
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583

gradually increased over 60 minutes and maximum TOC removal was 32%. Lester et al.,

584

(Lester et al., 2011) also reported enhanced degradation rate constant (0.171 min-1) of

585

ciprofloxacin in peroxone process compared to only ozonation (0.113 min-1). Many studies on

586

peroxone have only investigated the efficiency of degradation of the parent molecule but not

587

their complete mineralization. Therefore, the combination of ozone with hydrogen peroxide

588

needs to be better explored to understand their true potential (Hübner et al., 2014). This

589

combination could be beneficial to minimize the brominated products formed during

590

ozonation.

591

3.2.3. Ozone/SO4-2 process

592

Persulfate or permonosulfate based AOPs have gained much attention recently (Cong et al.,

593

2015; Dewil et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2017). They produce hydroxyl and

594

sulfate radicals in the system. To generate radicals, persulfate or permonosulfate is activated

595

through heat, UV irradiation, and metals. Recently, some studies have reported ozonation as a

596

promising alternative for persulfate or permonosulphate activation. As mentioned previously,

597

hydrogen peroxide is added to ozone (peroxone) system to enhance the formation of hydroxyl

598

radicals (Cheng et al., 2016). Similarly, ozone in combination with persulfate or

599

permonosulphate can improve TrOC degradation. Further details on persulfate or

600

permonosulfate activation by ozone can be found elsewhere (Deniere et al., 2018b; Wang &

601

Wang, 2018). A few studies have investigated the potential of ozone/persulfate for TrOCs

602

degradation (Table 2). For example, Yang et al., (2015) investigated the removal of atrazine

603

by ozone and combined ozone and peroxymonosulfate and reported removals as 20% and 80%,

604

respectively (Yang et al., 2015). Another study reported complete degradation of estriol by

605

ozone/persulfate, compared to only 50% degradation by ozonation-only (Cheng et al., 2016).

606

Better removal by the combined process highlights the beneficial role of combining sulfate

607

radical-mediated degradation with ozonation (Deniere et al., 2018a).

608

3.3. Electrochemical based AOPs for TrOC degradation

609

Anodic oxidation involves direct energy input for TrOCs degradation as compared to oxidants

610

driven techniques or UV radiation based processes (Sirés et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016b).

611

Recent studies have focused on electrochemical advanced oxidation processes involving the

612

combination of anodic oxidation with different AOPs such as UV, sonolysis, photocatalysis,

613

and Fenton process, to overcome the challenges associated with anodic oxidation or other

614

processes as mentioned in Section 2. Electrochemical-based combined processes mainly
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615

include electro-Fenton, photoelectron-Fenton, and sono-electro-Fenton processes (Feng et al.,

616

2013a; Oturan et al., 2008a). Figure 4 illustrates the reaction mechanism of different

617

electrochemical advanced oxidation processes. TrOC degradation performance of the

618

integrated electrochemical advanced oxidation processes is presented in Table 3.

619

3.3.1. Electro-Fenton process

620

Electro-Fenton process is an indirect electrochemical process to produce hydroxyl radicals in

621

the reaction media. In this process, hydrogen peroxide is generated electrochemically in the

622

system via oxygen reduction, and iron is added either in the system or regenerated from ferric

623

ions. Thus, hydroxyl radicals are produced in the system that degrade TrOCs. Electrochemical

624

production of hydrogen peroxide avoids issues around transport, storage, and handling of this

625

chemical (Sirés et al., 2014). In situ production of radicals in electro-Fenton process depends

626

on oxygen solubility, types of the anode, and pH of the system (Nidheesh & Gandhimathi,

627

2012; Sirés et al., 2014). Table 3 illustrates TrOCs degradation performance of Electro-Fenton

628

process as a function of important operating parameters. For instance, Brillas et al., (2007)

629

reported complete removal of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid by the anodic oxidation process.

630

However, mineralization was only 45%. By contrast, Electro-Fenton showed 83%

631

mineralization of the contaminant. Loaiza et al., (2013) reported 98% mineralization of

632

ibuprofen by Electro-Fenton process while only 22% mineralization was achieved by the

633

Fenton process. Another study reported only 21% removal of cephalexin by the anodic

634

oxidation process while complete removal was shown by the Electro-Fenton process (Ledezma

635

Estrada et al., 2012). They also studied the effect of pH on the removal rate and reported pH 3

636

for effective degradation. Similar information about the optimum pH for the Electro-Fenton

637

process was reported by (Isarain et al., 2010). Electro-Fenton process shows better efficiency

638

in the presence of boron-doped diamond compared to platinum anode (Oturan et al., 2012).

639

Oturan et al., (2012) reported the removal of atrazine in the presence of two different anodes.

640

The mineralization rate was only 60% by platinum-based Electro-Fenton process. In contrast,

641

100% mineralization was achieved when a boron-doped diamond anode was applied. A similar

642

trend for the removal of amoxicillin by Electro-Fenton process was reported by Sopaj et al.

643

(Sopaj et al., 2015). Further examples listed in Table 3 illustrates that compared to standalone

644

anodic oxidation or Fenton process the Electro-Fenton process can more effectively degrade

645

resistant TrOCs.

646

3.3.2. Sono-electro-Fenton process
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647

Coupling of sonolysis with Electro-Fenton process at acidic pH can improve TrOCs

648

degradation by producing more radicals in the system as shown in Figure 4. Cavitation bubbles

649

near anode enhance mass transfer towards anode as well as reduce anode fouling (Oturan et

650

al., 2008a). As a result, oxygen moves to the surface of the electrode produces more hydrogen

651

peroxide, and accelerates Fenton process. Literature is scarce on Sono-electro-Fenton process

652

for TrOCs degradation. Yasman et al., (2004) studied the degradation of 2,4-

653

dichlorophenoxyacetic acid by this process and reported complete elimination of this TrOC

654

from the test solution. Oturan et al., (2008a) investigated the degradation of 2,4-

655

dichlorophenoxyacetic acid by Sono-electro-Fenton process : the combined process achieved

656

complete degradation faster than the Electro-Fenton process. This was attributed to improved

657

mass transfer of oxygen to anode due to sonolysis (Yasman et al., 2004).

658

3.3.3. Photo-electro-Fenton process

659

Electro-Fenton process can be improved by combining with UV irradiation, and this process is

660

known as photo-electro-Fenton (PEF) process. UV irradiation regenerates hydroxyl radicals

661

from ferric ions as well as promotes the oxidation of iron complexes (i.e., Fe(OORC)2+). Photo-

662

electro-Fenton process involves TrOC degradation as well as mineralization by photochemical

663

degradation and electrochemical treatment. This process has been studied for wastewater

664

treatment (Brillas et al., 2007; Sirés et al., 2014). Table 3 presents a few examples of TrOC

665

mineralization by photo-electro-Fenton process. For instance, El-Ghenymy et al., (2012)

666

reported 72% and 92% total organic carbon removal of sulfanilic acid by Electro-Fenton and

667

photo-electro-Fenton process. In another study, El-Ghenymy et al., (2013) studied the

668

mineralization of sulphanilamide. They reported 94% mineralization of this contaminant by

669

photo-electro-Fenton process while Electro-Fenton process showed 73% mineralization.

670

Garcia et al. (2012) reported 58% mineralization of flumequine by the Electro-Fenton process

671

while photo-electro-Fenton process achieved 96% mineralization. Available studies report that

672

with a higher current intensity more hydroxyl radicals can be produced in the system which

673

can contribute towards better TrOC degradation (El-Ghenymy et al., 2013; El-Ghenymy et al.,

674

2012).

675

4. Effect of interfering compounds in the water on TrOC degradation

676

To date, AOPs have been mostly investigated with synthetics wastewater spiked with TrOCs.

677

However, different interfering compounds are present in real wastewater that can affect TrOC

678

degradation.
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679

4.1. Inorganic ions

680

4.1.1. Effect on TrOC degradation by combined AOPs

681

Inorganic species such as halide, carbonate, bicarbonate, and nitrate ions can either enhance or

682

retard the degradation of TrOCs, especially in photo-assisted AOPs as shown in Figure 5. In

683

some cases, these ions get energy from UV radiation, form reactive radicals that further attack

684

TrOCs and degrade them. By contrast, hydroxyl radicals can also react with other reactive

685

species present in the system and inactivate themselves. These ions act as hydroxyl radicals

686

scavengers and can reduce treatment efficiency.

687

Indirect UV/H2O2 process in the presence of chloride ions can produce chloride radicals, and

688

thus TrOC degradation may occur via both hydroxyl radicals and chloride radicals (Bennedsen

689

et al., 2012; Yuan et al., 2011b). For instance, Li et al., (2015b) reported enhanced degradation

690

of acetaminophen by UV/H2O2 in the presence of chloride ions and bromide ions. In contrast,

691

Yang et al., (2017a) showed an inhibitory effect of bicarbonate ions on sulfamethoxazole

692

degradation by UV/H2O2. Zhou et al., (2017) studied the effect of chloride ions and

693

bicarbonates ions on the degradation of diatrizoate by UV/persulfate. Chloride ion (500mM)

694

showed an inhibitory effect on the degradation of this TrOC, while bicarbonate ions promoted

695

its degradation (Figure 5). Lu et al., (2018) reported the promoting effect of chloride ions and

696

bicarbonate ions on the degradation of clofibric acid. Complete degradation of atenolol by

697

UV/Chloride process has been reported by Gao et al., (2020). The degradation rate was

698

significantly improved in the acidic medium and reduced in the alkaline medium. They also

699

reported that the presence of chloride ions did not affect the degradation rate of atenolol but

700

bromide ions increased degradation of atenolol. In contrast, bicarbonate ions decreased atenolol

701

degradation (Gao et al., 2020). Yang et al., (2020) also reported an inhibitory effect of

702

carbonate ions on the degradation of ametryn (Figure 6). Notably, bicarbonate ions can react

703

with chloride radicals and generate less reactive bicarbonate radicals (low redox potential

704

compared to chloride radicals) (Yang et al., 2020). Wang et al., (2016) reported 98%

705

degradation of carbamazepine in UV/Chlorine process. They also studied the effect of

706

inorganic ions and reported an inhibitory effect of carbonate ions and bicarbonate ions while

707

chloride ions did not affect the reaction rate (Wang et al., 2016).

708

In chemical-based combined AOPs, Katsoyiannis et al., (2011) investigated the effect of

709

bicarbonate ions on the degradation of atrazine and sulfamethoxazole by peroxone process.

710

They reported the inhibitory effect of these inorganic ions on the removal of both TrOCs.
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711

Burgos et al., (2018) reported inhibitory effect of chloride and sulfate ions on the degradation

712

of bisphenol A by both Electro-Fenton and photo-electro-Fenton processes. Chloride ions may

713

form more stable chloride radicals, and thus reduce the TrOC oxidation tendency of these

714

processes. Burgos et al., (2018) also reported a similar effect of these ions on sono-photo-

715

electro-Fenton process (Burgos-Castillo et al., 2018).

716

4.1.2. Impact on by-products formation

717

Presence of different inorganic species in the water matrix may lead to specific types of by-

718

products formation during TrOC degradation. For example, if halides are present in the water

719

matrix then oxyhalides such as chlorate, chlorite, and bromate can form. If bromide ions are

720

present, then they may react with hydroxyl radicals to form bromate by-products. The

721

formation of chlorinated by-products occurs under certain circumstances with hydroxyl

722

radicals (Heeb et al., 2014). The reaction of hydroxyl radicals with chlorine is very slow k =

723

103 M-1S-1) at pH 7. Therefore, chances of by-product formation at neutral conditions due to

724

hydroxyl radicals and chloride ions are negligible (Lutze et al., 2014). In sulfate radicals based

725

AOPs, sulfate radicals may react with chloride ions, thus forming chloride radicals and enhance

726

TrOC degradation efficiency. By contrast, if bromide ions are present along with sulfate

727

radicals then bromate by-products are formed in the system instead of bromide radicals (Fang

728

& Shang, 2012; Yuan et al., 2011b). In ozone-based AOPs, ozone reacts quickly with bromide

729

ions to form bromate by products but faster decomposition of ozone limits by product

730

formation (von Gunten, 2003a). Chloride ions are not reactive towards ozone and therefore

731

chances of chlorate by-products are very low. Chances of formation of nitrate by-products are

732

also very low in ozone-based processes (von Gunten, 2003a; von Gunten, 2003b). In UV based

733

AOPs, nitrate ions form nitrite in the system upon photolysis (Sharpless & Linden, 2001).

734

4.2. Organic species

735

4.2.1. Effect on TrOC degradation by combined AOPs

736

Bulk organic matter in water may inhibit the degradation of TrOCs by the AOPs (Figure 6).

737

They may act as hydroxyl radicals scavengers and significantly affect the rate of TrOC

738

degradation (Grebel et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2018). For instance, Yuan et al., (Yuan et al.,

739

2013) studied the effect of humic acid on the degradation of six pharmaceuticals, namely,

740

ketoprofen, naproxen, bezafibrate, clofibric acid, diclofenac, and ibuprofen by UV/H2O2. They

741

reported that humic acid acts as a filter i.e., absorbs most of the UV radiation, thus inhibiting

742

TrOC degradation. Lu et al., (2018) also reported an inhibitory effect of humic acid on the
23

743

degradation of clofibric acid by UV/persulfate. A similar trend of humic acid effect on the

744

degradation of antipyrine by UV/ persulfate was reported by Tan et al., (2013). Zhou et al.,

745

(2017) also observed the inhibitory effect of dissolved organic matter on the degradation of

746

diatrizoate by UV/ persulfate. A similar effect has also been reported elsewhere for different

747

TrOCs in UV based AOPs (Guan et al., 2013; Lutze et al., 2015). Geo et al., (2020) reported

748

an inhibitory effect of humic acid on atenolol removal by UV/Chlorine process. Katsoyiannis

749

et al., (2011) investigated the effect of dissolved organic matter on the degradation of atrazine

750

and sulfamethoxazole by peroxone process. They reported the inhibitory effect of bulk organic

751

matter on the removals of both TrOCs.

752

4.2.2. Impact on by-products formation

753

Linden et al.,(2005) reported a negligible increase in toxicity of the final product in UV/H2O2

754

process applied to surface water having organic matter (Linden et al., 2005). However, Baycan

755

et al., (2007) reported the formation of different by-products in UV/H2O2 system at alkaline

756

pH (around 10) and in the presence of high chloride ions concentration (10, g/L) (Baycan et

757

al., 2007). Chloride ions at high pH can react with hydroxyl radicals and form active chlorine

758

species (Baycan et al., 2007). These species further react with organic matter present in the

759

system to form chlorinated organic by-products (Oppenländer, 2007; Sein et al., 2009).

760

Similarly, in ozone-based AOPs, oxyhalides or hypohalites (due to interaction of ozone with

761

halide ions) are formed which further react with organic matter and form organic by-products

762

(von Gunten, 2003a). Iodide ions can also react at a fast pace with ozone but the formation of

763

iodide based organic by-products is negligible (Huang et al., 2005). In photolysis based AOPs,

764

nitrite forms as a result of photolysis of nitrate ions which further react with organic matter,

765

thus forming organic by-products that are significantly toxic (Hofman-Caris et al., 2015).

766

Further studies are required with real wastewater to elucidate the impact of background water

767

matrix on treated effluent toxicity.

768

5. Toxicity of AOP-treated effluent

769

TrOCs with different functional groups such as halogen, nitro, alcohol, amides, N-nitroso

770

compounds etc. have been assessed to check the toxicity of the AOP-treated effluent. Oxidation

771

of contaminants can lead to the formation of degradation by-products with different chemical

772

activities than the parent compound. Sometimes, these degradation by-products can increase

773

toxicity of the treated solution (Sharma et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019). For instance,

774

chlorination of drinking water results in the formation of N-nitroso dimethylamine (NDMA)
24

775

which increases water toxicity. Similarly, ozone is considered to generate similar by-products

776

in the reaction mixture. Formation of these by-products also depends on the extent of

777

chlorination or ozonation of water. All AOPs generate hydroxyl radicals but depending on the

778

reaction parameters and degradation pathway of the TrOC under consideration, the by-

779

products, and toxicity of treated effluent can be different (Olmez-Hanci et al., 2015; Wang et

780

al., 2018b). Limited information is available on effluent toxicity following treatment by AOPs

781

(Karci et al., 2014; Olmez-Hanci et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2020).

782

Yuan et al., (2011a) analysed the toxicity of three antibiotics, namely, oxytetracycline,

783

doxycycline, and ciprofloxacin after UV photolysis and UV/H2O2 treatment using V. fischeri

784

bioluminescence test. In UV photolysis, inhibition of oxytetracycline containing sample

785

increased slowly at low fluence rate (636 mJ.cm-2) then increased rapidly to 100% at 3816

786

mJ.cm-2 and in the end, inhibition dropped to 76% at 30528 mJ.cm-2 fluence with 96% TrOC

787

degradation. Change in inhibition ratio can be attributed to toxic by-products formation with

788

increase in fluence. A similar trend was observed in the case of the other two antibiotics. In the

789

case of UV/H2O2, all the tested antibiotics were removed by 99% at fluence rate of 7632 mJ.cm-

790

2

791

means that a high fluence rate is required to remove the toxicity of tested antibiotics via UV

792

treatment, and addition of H2O2 in the system can lower the toxicity of the treated effluent

793

(Yuan et al., 2011a). Another study reported acute toxicity of nonylphenol using V. fischeri in

794

UV/H2O2 treatment. Results indicated that the inhibitory effect increased from 10% to 30%

795

after 2 minutes of UV/H2O2 treatment while dropped to 10% after 120 minutes. Inhibition

796

effect of nonylphenol before treatment was also recorded to be 10% (Karci et al., 2014). It

797

shows that the integrated process did not increase the toxicity of the treated effluent. Olmez et

798

al.,

799

UV/persulfate and UV/H2O2 treatments. They reported complete degradation as well as 80 and

800

100% TOC decay by UV/H2O2 and UV/ persulfate. Toxicity results indicated that V. fischeri

801

activity decreased rapidly during first 5 minutes but with increasing TOC decay, toxicity

802

decreased during UV/H2O2 treatment. In UV/ persulfate treatment, inhibition decreased

803

gradually over time. Toxicity of bisphenol A before treatment was 70% (Olmez-Hanci et al.,

804

2015). Another study reported that UV/ persulfate treatment of diclofenac for a period of 140

805

minutes reduced the toxicity of the solution to 1.5% (Lu et al., 2017). Yin et al., (Yin et al.,

806

2018) investigated the acute toxicity to V. fischeri of neonicotinoid insecticides namely,

807

imidacloprid and thiacloprid, using UV/chlorine process. Toxicity of the final effluent declined

, and the toxicity of solution was below detection level at a fluence rate of 11448 mJ.cm-2. It

(Olmez-Hanci et al., 2015) applied the V. fischeri bioassay for bisphenol A in

25

808

with low inhibition of 8% for imidacloprid and 7% for thiacloprid. Initial inhibition ratio was

809

29% and 35 for imidacloprid and thiacloprid, respectively (Yin et al., 2018). This study

810

indicated that UV/chlorine treatment was efficient for the elimination of toxicity from the

811

system. In another study, acute toxicity to V. fischeri was investigated for atenolol using

812

UV/chlorine process. Authors reported toxicity reduction of treated effluent from 9.1% to 7.8%

813

over a period of 1hr (Gao et al., 2020). In contrast, Yang et al., (2020) reported that after UV/

814

chlorine treatment of ametryn solution, the toxicity increased. .

815

Aguinaco et al., (2012) investigated the toxicity of diclofenac solution following

816

photocatalytic-ozonation treatment using Daphnia magna immobilization test. The original

817

solution resulted in 65% dead organisms while photocatalysis, ozonation and combined

818

photocatalytic-ozonation caused 10%, 25%, and 20% dead organisms, respectively..

819

Toxicity of sulfamethoxazole solution was evaluated using the Microtox bioassay test after

820

treatment with photo-Fenton process by Gonzalez et al., (2007). Results indicated that in photo-

821

Fenton process toxicity varies with hydrogen peroxide dose. When concentration of hydrogen

822

peroxide was less than 300 mg.L-1, high toxicity was recorded. Toxicity was reduced with the

823

increase in H2O2 concentration, and after the addition of 300 mg.L-1, no toxicity was observed.

824

In contrast, Trovo et al., (Trovó et al., 2009) investigated the toxicity of sulfamethoxazole using

825

V. fischeri bioluminescence inhibition bioassay in photo-Fenton process and reported that

826

toxicity did not increase with H2O2 concentration of up to 210 mg.L-1. They also found that

827

with D. magna bioassay, toxicity was further decreased from 85% to 20% in photo-Fenton

828

process with H2O2 concentration of up to 120 mg.L-1 (Trovó et al., 2009). Hou et al., (2016)

829

studied the degradation (93%) as well as mineralization (31%) of tetracycline in

830

sonolysis/Fenton process. They investigated the acute toxicity using 48h immobilization assay

831

with D. magna. Results indicated that toxicity of tetracycline solution before treatment was

832

60% that increased to 100% within 1h of treatment. When treatment time was prolonged to 3h,

833

toxicity reduced to 55% (Hou et al., 2016), meaning that longer treatment time is required to

834

reduce the toxicity of tetracycline in integrated sonolysis/heterogeneous Fenton process. In

835

case of sulfamethoxazole degradation by the electro-Fenton reaction, increase in toxicity was

836

observed by Dirany et al., (2011). They used V. fischeri based bioluminescence Microtox

837

method for toxicity analysis. They reported that cyclic or aromatic intermedia products were

838

formed in the solution that might be more toxic compared to sulfamethoxazole itself. Another

839

study used V. fischeri based bioluminescence Microtox test for toxicity evaluation of diuron in

840

electro-Fenton treatment. They also reported that the toxicity of the treated effluent was higher
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841

than the initial herbicide solution (Oturan et al., 2008b). Degradation products formation can

842

significantly contribute towards the toxicity of AOP-treated effluent and therefore, careful

843

analysis of their formation and disappearance from the system is very important.

844

6. Cost evaluation for individual and combined AOPs

845

Cost of AOPs involves, for example, energy required for catalyst activation, UV lamp

846

operation, and electricity for anodes in electrochemical processes. Bolton et al., (2001)

847

analysed electrical energy consumption of different AOPs. In AOPs, first-order reaction

848

kinetics applies for low contaminant concentration (typically 100 mg/L). In such a case, energy

849

requirement depends on the volume of water and treatment goals (e.g., TrOC reduction

850

concerning time). The Electrical Energy per Order (EEO) parameter was introduced to evaluate

851

AOPs by Bolton et al., (2001). Electrical energy order (EEO) is defined as “energy required in

852

kilowatt-hours (KWh) to degrade a contaminant by one order of magnitude in a unit volume of

853

water or air”. EEO can be calculated by using the following equation (1)

854

𝐸𝐸𝑂 =

𝑃∗𝑡∗1000
𝑐𝑖
𝑐𝑓

𝑉∗60∗log( )

(1)

855

Where, P is power (kW), t is time (minutes), V is volume of solution (litre), Ci and Cf are initial

856

and final contaminant concentrations, respectively.

857

EEO for standalone and combined AOPs from different studies are illustrated in Figure 6 as a

858

boxplot. Boxplot is based on data available in Supplementary Data Table S7. According to

859

Figure 6, ozonation seems a viable option for efficient treatment of TrOCs as it requires less

860

energy (mean < 1 kWh). Sonolysis with a mean energy requirement of greater than 10,000

861

kWh may not be an energy-efficient process although removal efficiency for TrOC under

862

certain conditions is comparable with other AOPs. As can be seen from Figure 6, combination

863

of individual AOPs may reduce energy requirement for TrOC degradation.

864

Combined UV/chemical-based processes have a mean EEO value of ~10 kWh, meaning that

865

photochemical AOPs are more efficient for TrOC removal and requires less energy compared

866

to photoelectrochemical AOPs (Figure 6). Among UV based AOPs, energy consumption may

867

vary depending on the reaction conditions and selected oxidant. Xiao et al., (Xiao et al., 2016)

868

investigated the impact of various parameters on energy consumption for iodoacids removal in

869

UV/persulfate and UV/H2O2. EEO was low in both treatments at low contaminant

870

concentrations. With an increase in contaminant concentration, persulfate demand increased

871

thus increasing the EEO value for UV/persulfate compared to UV/H2O2. They concluded that
27

872

TrOC nature such as presence of photolabile functional group plays an important role. Other

873

factors that impact EEO value included water chemistry and oxidant dose (Xiao et al., 2016).

874

Another study reported that UV/persulfate process is more energy-efficient compared to

875

UV/H2O2 for sucralose mineralization (Xu et al., 2016). However, there is a need to evaluate

876

EEO by using single TrOC and mixture of TrOCs for different AOPs since sulfate and hydroxyl

877

radicals vary in selectivity.

878

Miklos et al., (2018) reported that ozone-based AOPs have EEO value of less than 1 kWh. Some

879

other studies also confirmed that O3 based AOPs have advantages over UV based processes

880

due to less energy consumption (Müller & Jekel, 2001). The energy comparison for

881

ciprofloxacin degradation by combined AOPs indicated that EEO for UV/O3 (5.2kWh) was

882

higher than O3/H2O2 (2.2 kWh) (Lester et al., 2011). A similar trend was observed for

883

cyclophosphamide. It can be concluded that O3 based AOPs require less energy compared to

884

UV based AOPs for TrOCs degradation. It is also noticeable that the overall mean EEO values

885

of combined processes are less compared to that of the standalone AOPs (Figure 6). Better

886

degradation efficiency of TrOCs and less energy requirement in combined processes make

887

them an attractive option for water treatment.

888

7. Future perspective

889

This critical review provides an overview of different individual AOPs with a special focus on

890

their combinations and various aspects including impact of reaction parameters, radical-

891

scavenging effect, by-products formation of different organic and inorganic species, toxicity

892

of treated effluent and process feasibility, and therefore enables us to explore some research

893

questions for future investigations.

894

Individual AOPs as well as their combinations have been investigated in deionized water

895

mostly, thus overlooking the impact of water matrix and different radicals on the degradation

896

of TrOCs. Presence of certain chemical species in water either promotes or retards the

897

degradation of the TrOCs (Heeb et al., 2014). They can also influence the degradation pathway

898

of TrOCs and may lead to the formation of specific degradation by-products. The key

899

characteristics of a reliable water treatment process are the assurance of the results of that

900

process through investigation in different studies. To understand the true potential of AOPs

901

and their combination, investigation of TrOCs degradation in different water matrix is essential

902

including laboratory scale and pilot plant evaluation. Besides, the effect of water matrix or

28

903

interfering ions such as organic matter or inorganic ions needs to be evaluated for a wide range

904

of TrOCs.

905

Low mineralization of TrOCs in individual AOPs may lead to the formation of more resistant

906

by-products compared to the initial contaminant and require more time or chemicals for

907

complete mineralization. On the other hand, combined AOPs may result in better contaminant

908

degradation, help in minimizing the radical-scavenging effect, as well as achieve

909

mineralization in a shorter time period (Rey et al., 2011). Thus, the aspect of mineralization

910

needs to be investigated and reported for the degradation of a broader spectrum of TrOCs.

911

Incomplete mineralization may also lead to the formation of toxic degradation by-products that

912

can affect the quality of treated water. Furthermore, the presence of excess added oxidizing

913

chemicals after treatment may also affect the treated water quality (Sharma et al., 2018).

914

Therefore, effluent toxicity following treatment by combined AOPs requires further attention

915

in future investigations.

916

The efficiency of individual AOPs or combined processes for TrOCs degradation depends on

917

the operating cost. To facilitate the energy usage comparison for AOPs, EEO values can be

918

calculated (See Section 6). Only a few studies are available on the cost analysis of individual

919

and combined AOPs (Bolton et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2015). More detailed cost analysis is

920

required for different integrated AOPs to get an insight on the correlation of water chemistry,

921

TrOC nature, and process parameters with process cost.

922

8. Conclusion

923

Advanced oxidation processes (AOP) involve hydroxyl radicals for oxidation of TrOCs present

924

in water/wastewater. Limitations of individual AOPs warrant their combinations. Combined

925

AOPs offer great potential to enhance TrOC degradation efficiency. For example, the

926

sonolysis/photocatalysis process can take advantage of ultrasonication cleaning of the

927

photocatalytic surface while improving the reaction rate. Moreover, combined AOPs can

928

generate different reactive species that can efficiently work over a wide range of reaction

929

conditions and with different types of TrOCs. Combined AOPs are particularly important for

930

TrOC degradation in real wastewater, which contains myriad radical scavengers. These

931

processes can also result in low effluent toxicity because of higher mineralization. Nonetheless,

932

these combined AOPs are at the initial stage of their development and further studies on both

933

technical and economic feasibility of these technologies are recommended.
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